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This paper discusses a general lifting technique for solving polynomial equations in graded 
structures _A,where the solution is understood tolie in the completion d" of A_. It shows that 
the classical Hensel lifting and the main constructions related to the Buchberger algorithm tbr 
Gr6bner bases are both instances of this technique. So, while the setting of it is too general 
to allow for an effective solution f equations, this technique stresses a theoretical relation 
between two basic algorithms in computer algebra andcould be used as a theoretical model 
to attack computational problems under the same viewpoint. 
1. Introduction and Motivations 
Two of the most powerful concepts in Computer Algebra are the Hensel-Zassenhaus 
lifting construction (Hensel, 1913; Zassenhauss, 1969) mainly used to solve different 
algebraic algorithmic problems, which can be expressed as polynomial equations (Miola 
& Yun, 1974; Yun, 1974; 1976); and Grdbner bases (Buchberger, 1965; 1985), by means 
of which it has been possible to introduce efficient algorithmic solutions for a variety of 
problems in commutative algebra. 
Recently, Robbiano (1986) introduced the new concept of graded structures, mainly in 
order to clarify, in a unified frame, the strict relations between the concept of Gr6bner 
bases and the one of standard bases. 
The latter were introduced by Hironaka (1964), independently by Buchberger, and 
have a strong connection with the classical topological interpretation of Hensel's results. 
An interpretation of the Buchberger algorithm as a lifting technique was already 
introduced in (Zacharias, 1978; Mfller, 1985). As a matter of fact, the connection with 
the classical ifting methods in commutative algebra, allowed by this interpretation, is one 
of the main themes underlying Robbiano's research. 
The aim of our paper is to pursue this connection further. Actually we introduce a 
method for the solution of polynomial equations over a graded structure. This method is 
based on a general ifting technique in graded structures, which allows to recover (initial 
segments of) Cauchy sequences approaching the actual solution of the given problem, 
which, in general, lies, rather than in the original graded structure, in its completion w.r.t. 
a canonical topology, as it is natural with a topological ifting technique. 
It is to be remarked that the method presented oesn't imply the existence of a general 
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lifting algorithm in graded structures, and it can be assumed only to be an abstract 
specification of algorithms. 
This is because, unless specific properties of the equations to be solved, related to 
existence and uniqueness, are known, the technique could fail, in the sense that the 
approximate solutions produced by the algorithm could fail to converge. Moreover, also 
under the assumption that a unique solution exists in the original graded structure, the 
technique could fail to produce it in finitely many steps. However, the method shows a 
general environment suitable to describe, and incorporate as instances, some particular 
lifting algorithms in specific domains. 
In particular, our method has a sufficient generality to recover, as it will be shown in 
Section 5, both the Hensel-Zassenhaus lifting and Buchberger algorithm as specific 
instances. Actually, we can show that particular good conditions holding for these two 
cases, even being different for each case, guarantee the convergence of the general lifting 
process. 
Therefore, we think that the main contribution of this approach is to yield a common 
and neat algebraic interpretation of both these techniques, giving also a common frame 
where to look for possible further generalizations and for new applications of lifting 
techniques in computer algebra. 
Also, some of the examples of the failure of the lifting technique (notably in Sections 
5.2 and 5.3) point to an inherent limitation of it, and should help to avoid pitfalls 
consequent to uncautious applications (also in the well-known Gr6bner and Hensel 
cases). 
In Section 2 we review, for the unfamiliar eader, the concept and the basic examples 
of graded structures, as introduced in Robbiano (1986). In Section 3 we present some 
constructions over graded structures which are relevant o the rest of the paper. Section 
4 presents the main result of the paper, namely a general ifting technique for solving 
polynomial equations over (the completion of) a graded structure. The final section is 
devoted to the interpretation of Hensel and Gr6bner techniques in the proposed new 
context. 
2. Graded Structures: Review and Examples 
2.1. DEFINITIONS 
As introduced by Robbiano (1986), a filtered (or graded) structure d ,=(A, F, V) is a 
triple consisting of: 
A, a commutative ring with 1, which we further assume here to be a noetherian i tegral 
domain; 
F, a totally ordered group, whose ordering is denoted by <; 
9 ,= {V~: ~ sF} a set of additive subgroups of A satisfying the following axioms: 
(R 1) Vv is contained in V~ if y < 
(R2) V~ V~ is contained in V~ + a 
(R3) for each a cA, a r 0, there is y e F s.t. a e V~ and for each c~ s F, s.t. 8 < 7, a ~ Vo. 
The following objects can be canonically associated with d:  
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v: A - {0} ~ F, a function which to every a ~A, a ~a 0, associates the minimum 3'eF s.t. 
a ~ V;.. It satisfies the following properties: 
(R4) v(ab) = v(a) + v(b) for every a, b, ab ~ 0; 
(R5) v(a - b) <~ max(v(a), v(b)) if a, b, a - b :/: 0; 
(R6) v(1) = 0; 
G~ ".= v~/u~ < ~Va, for each yer ,  an additive group. G ,= (~ r~r G~, which is a F-graded 
ring, if endowed with the canonical multiplication (if a~Gr= v~/u./<rVr and 
beG~ = v~/u~.<~v~., let a~eV;,,b~eV~ be s.t. a (resp. b) is the residue class ofa~ (resp. 
b~) mod U~.<~v;.. (resp. U,~.<aVa.); then by (R2), a~b~eV.,.+~ and the residue class c of 
a~b~ doesn't depend, again because of (R2), on the choice of a~ and b~. So the product 
of a and b is defined to be e). Non-zero elements of G~ are said to be homogeneous of 
degree 7. 
We will further assume here that G is a noetherian integral domain. 
F0,= {TGF: G. t # 0} = {yer:  yeIm(v)}, which, under our assumptions, can be proved 
to be a finitely generated semigroup (Robbiano, 1986; Proposition 1.3(b)). 
We will further assume r 0 is inf-limited, by which we mean that for each infinite 
decreasing sequence y~ > Y2 > " " ' > 7,, > ' " " of elements in Fo and for each 7 sF0, there is 
n s.t. 7 > ~,, ( -N  is an example of an inf-limited semigroup), in: A ~G,  a function s.t. 
in(0) = 0 and, if a -r 0, in(a) is the residue class of a rood. U;.< v(,)vr. 
It satisfies the following properties: 
(R7) in(a)eG,,(,) for every a ~ 0; 
(RS) in (a )=0 i f fa=0;  
(R9) in(l) = 1; 
(R10) for each g~G homogeneous, there is aEA s.t. in(a) = g; 
(R l l )  in(a)in(b) = in(oh), for a, b s.t. ab ~0; 
(R 12) v(a - v) = v(a) = v(b) iff in(a - b) = in(a) - in(b), when a, b, a - b r 0; 
(R 14) if v(a) < v(b), then v(b - a) = v(b) and in(b - a) = in(b), when a, b, a - b v ~ 0. 
Because of (R10), there are functions ~b: UrG~A s.t. for each homogeneous 
g~G,a,=(o(g)  is s.t. in(a)=g.  In the following we will assume that such a function 
in*: UvG~--*A is fixed s.t. in*(1) = 1. in* is obviously s.t. in in* is the identity on UrG v. 
When we will need, we will use the notation A = (A, F, G, v, in) to refer explicitly to the 
objects canonically associated to d. 
2.2. EFFECTIVENESS C O N D I T I O N S  
In the following, we will present some algorithms. In order to guarantee their 
applicability, we need also some effectiveness conditions. In particular, we will require 
that A is an effective graded structure (Mora, 1987), i.e. 
(El)  A, F, G are effective; 
(E2) v, in are computable functions; 
(E3) in* is computable; 
(E4) if h~, . . . ,  h,, h are homogeneous elements of G, it is possible to compute 
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homogeneous gt . . . . .  g~eG s.t. X gihi = h, deg(gi) + deg(ht) = deg(h), if such ele- 
ments exist; 
(ES) If h~ . . . . .  h, are homogeneous elements of G, it is possible to compute a 
homogeneous basis for the G-modulus of syzygies of (hi . . . . .  h.,), {(g~ . . . . .  g,): 
2 g~h~ = 0}, i.e. a basis consisting of tuples (g~ . . . .  , g.0 s.t. every g~ is homoge- 
neous and there is ?~F s.t. for each i either gt = 0 or deg(g~) + deg(h/) = ?; 
and moreover we will require that polynomial equations can be solved in every Gr. 
2.3. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. A -'= 72, G ,=- Z, V,, ,= 72 and V, ,  .'= (p") for n i> 0, where p is a fixed prime 
number. 
Then one has F o = {nsZ:  n <~ 0}, G = (~ ,,.:072p ~ 2~p[T] (the isomorphism is obtained 
by identifying the almost always null sequence (g,,),,~0, with g,,E72p, to Zg, ,T - " ;  
homogeneous elements of G are then exactly the homogeneous polynomials). If a sZ  is 
s.t. ae(p" )_ (p , ,+1) ,  i.e. a=bp n with b not divisible by p, one has v(a)=-n  and 
in(a) --- res(b)T ", res(b) denoting the residue class of b rood p. 
In this way one gets the usual p-adic valuation in 2~. If p is odd, there are at least two 
natural choices for in*: 
(1) in*(gT") ,=ap" with ae7/, 0 < a <p,  res(a) =g.  
(2) i n* (gT" ) :=ap"  with aE72, - -p /2  < a <p/2 ,  res(a) =g 
As it is well known the second one has better computational properties. 
EXAMPLE 2. A:=72[X"  1 . . . .  ,Xn]  , F,= 7/, V, , ,=A and V_ , , ,=(p" )  for n i>0, where p is a 
fixed prime number. 
Then one has Fo = {n ~72: n ~< 0}, G = (~ ,, <. oZe[Xi . . . . .  X,] .~ 7/ r[Xi . . . . .  X,,, T] (see 
example 1; homogeneous elements of G are of the form aT",  a~72t,[X~ . . . . .  X,,]). If 
a~Z[X~ . . . . .  X,,] is s.t. as(p ' )  - (p"+ 1) i.e. a =p"b ,  with b~Z[X~ . . . . .  3.,,] not divisible 
by p, one has v(a) = - -n  and in(a) = res(v)T". As above, there are two natural choices 
for in*. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A be a ring, I an ideal ofA s.t. c~I" = (0). A is turned into a topological 
ring if it is endowed with the I-adic topology, i.e. the topology with (I") as a set of 
neighboroughs of 0. 
This is a classical notion in commutative algebra, which generalizes the p-adic topology 
on Z and whose interpretation i the graded structure theory (Robbiano, 1986; Example 
1) makes our example 1 a particular case. One has F :=Z,  V,, ,= A and V_,, ,=I"  for n/> 0. 
F0 = {n~7/: n <~0}, G = (~, ,~oI" / I  "+ i (where I~ if ae I " -  I ''+ l then v(a) = - -n,  
and in(a) is the residue class of a rood I" + l, which is in I" / I"  + l, i.e. it is a homogeneous 
element in G of degree -n .  
EXAMPLE 4. Assuming A := K[X~ . . . . .  X,,] and I := (X~ . . . .  X,,) in Example 3, we have 
that G =A (more exactly, G is isomorphic to A), and if aeA is s.t. 
a -- aa + a,t+ ~ + 9 " 9 + aa+k, with aj a homogeneous form of degree .j and aa v a O, then 
v(a) = - -d  and in(a) = aa. In this case one can define in* to be the identity. 
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EXAMPLE 5. If we turn Example 4 "upside down" we get the following graded structure: 
A,=K[X ,  . . . . .  X,,], F ,=Z,  V, , ,={feA:deg( f )  ~<n} i fn  >10, V,,.'={0} i fn  <0,  Fo=M,  
G = K[X~ . . . . .  X,,] with the usual notion of degree, and if a = ~i = 0.a a;, a; homogeneous 
of degree i, aa ~ 0, we have v(a) = d and in(a) = au. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let A ,=K[Xt . . . . .  X,,], F,= 77" with some ordering < on it. If m,= 
1t5{ m . . . A,,I<i~"~, define log(m),= ( j ( l ) ,  . . .  , j(n))~ N". Then each a ~A - {0} can be uniquely 
written as a = ~= ~., eim i, t reK-  {0}, mr terms, log(m1) > log(m2) >. .  - > log(mr). 
Defining v(a),=log(mO, V;,,={aeA: a=0 or v(a)~} for each ye2~", one obtains a 
graded structure where Fo = N", G = K[A"t,. . . ,  X,,], and if a = y.f = ~., e~m~, then 
in(a) = clml. 
2.4. COMMENTS 
Example 3 on one side, and Examples 4-6 on the other, are the main motivations for 
Robbiano's theory of graded structures. 
While the motivation of Example 3 is clear, since one obtains a generalisation of a 
classical and very important concept in commutative algebra, the motivation provided by 
the other examples needs to be explained. 
If I is an ideal of A, {in(f):  fe I}  generates a homogeneous ideal in(/) of G. One can 
then choose a finite set F of elements of I s.t. { in(f) : . f~F} generates in(I). In the case 
&Example  6, if < is s.t. 0~y for each ysF0 (i.e. if < is a term-ordering) such a set is 
exactly a GrSbner basis of I (Buchberger, 1965; 1985). In the case of Example 5 it is a 
Macaulay basis or H-basis of L a concept which played a computational role analogous 
(albeit not so efficient) to the one of Gr6bner bases within polynomial ideal theory, 
before the introduction of the latter concept (Hermann, 1926; Renschuch, 1976). In the 
case of Example 4, and of Example 6 if < is not a term-ordering, such a set has a strict 
relation with Hironaka's (1964) concepts of standard bases; the exact relation is not 
immediate to describe, so we refer the interested reader to (Robbiano, 1986; Mora, 1987). 
3. Auxiliary Constructions on a Graded Structure 
3,1. THE COMPLETION OF A GRADED STRUCTURE 
PROPOStT~ON. Let d '= (A, F, I 7) = (A, F, G, v, in) be a graded structure. Then A is a 
topological ring w.r.t, the filtration 17. 
Let us denote A ^ the ring completion of A; if feA  ^  - {0}, and (a,,: heN)  is a Cauehy 
sequence in A converging to f, then for n sufficiently large, v(a,,) and in(a,) are constant and 
independent of the choice of the Cauchy sequence; so we can define v(f)~=v(a,,) and 
in ( f )  ,= in(a,,) fop" large n. 
I f  we define V~ ,= { f  ~A^: f =O o," t,(f) ~<~}, 17  ^:= {V~'" ~r}  then A_'~,=(A ^ , F, V ^  ) 
= (A ^ , F, G, v, in) is a graded structure. 
PROOF. (MORA, 1987). 
3.2. POLYNOMIALS ON A GRADED STRUCTURE 
PROPOSITION. Let d,=(A ,  F, 17) =(A, F,G,v, in) be a graded structure and let 
51 . . . . .  5., ~ Fo. 
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Let  us extend v to a function A[Zj  . . . . .  Z , , ] -  {0} ~ F (which we will again denote 
by v) defining v(t),=Y, nifl, i f  t is a term and (n I . . . . .  n,,,),=log(t), and, for 
a~A[Zt  . . . . .  Z, , , ] -{0} ,  a ,=Ec i t~,e :~A-{O}, t~ terms with t t~t :  i f  i r  defining 
v(a) := max(v(ci) + v(ti)). 
For each yeF ,  define U . : :={aeA[Z I  . . . . .  Z,,]: a =0 or v(a) ~<y}, O:={U~: y~F}. 
Then A[Zt  . . . . .  Zm] := (A[ZI . . . . .  Zm], F, U) = (A[Zt . . . . .  Z,,,], F, G[Z~ . . . . .  Zm], v, in) 
is a graded structure on A[ZI  . . . . .  Z,,], where G[Zt . . . . .  Zm] is F-graded by deg(Z/) .-= ~i, 
and i f  a = Z c : i~A[Z  t . . . . .  Z,,] -- {0} is represented as above, in(a) = 2 in(c,.)t;, the sum 
being done on those indexes i s.t. v(ei) + v(ti) = v(a). 
PROOF. One has just to verify the axioms (R 1), (R2), (R3), which are quite straightfor- 
ward. 
Remark  that A[Z~ . . . .  , Z.,] ~ is a ring which, usually, strictly contains A ^ [Zt . . . .  , Z,.]. 
3.3. FORMAL TAYLOR EXPANSION 
Let A ~= (A, F, /2) = (A, F, G, v, in) be a graded structure and let A[Z  l . . . . .  Z,,,] ,= 
(A[Zt . . . . .  Z,,,], F, 0 )  = (A[Zt  . . . . .  Z,,], F, G[Z t . . . . .  Z,,], v, in) be the induced graded 
structure on A[Zt  . . . .  ,Z,,] ,  with v(Z~)=6i,  as defined above. I f  PeA[Z~ . . . . .  Z,,], 
denote by Di (P  ) the formal derivative of P w.r.t. Z s. I f  in(P) =: 
Z Q~(Z j , . . . ,  Z:_  1, Z:+ i . . . . .  Zm)Z ~ and there is at least one i s.t. Q: ~ 0 and v(i) = 0 
( remark that for all i, v(i) -%< 0) then v(D:(P)) + v(Zj) = v(P). 
I f  at . . . . .  a , ,~A,  there is ReA[Zt  . . . . .  Z,,] (obtained through the formal Taylor 
expansion of  P at (a t , . . . ,  an), and involving both the values at . . . .  , a,, and the higher 
formal derivatives of  P) s.t. for all (el . . . .  , Cm), GEA:  
P(a~ + ~, . . . .  , a., + c.,O = P(a, . . . . .  am) + ~ e:D:(?)(a,  . . . . .  a,,,) 
+ R(al + c l . . . . .  a,,, + c,,,): 
e.g. if P ,=Z3+ Z IZ~,  then 
R = (Z  1 -- al)2Dl l(P)(al ,  a2)/2! + (Zl -- al)(Z2 - a2)Dl2(_P)(at, a2) 
+ (Z2 - aO2D22(P)(a~, a2)/2! + (ZI -- al)3Oli1(P)(al,  a~)/3! 
q- (Zt - at)(Z2 - a~) 2D 122(P)(a I, a2) /2! 
= 3al (Z l  -- al) 2 -- 2a2(Z2 ~ a2) -- al(Z2 - a2) 2 
q- (Z 1 - al) 3 + (Zl - a l ) (Z 2 -- a2) 2 
I f  v(cs) <~ v(Z:), v(as) <~ v(Z:), v(D:(P)) + v(Z:) = v(P), v(Dj(P)) = v(Dj(P)(a, . . . . .  a.,)) 
all j, a cumbersome verification shows that: 
l)(.e(al "~ e l ,  9 , 9 , am + c,.)) <~ v(c:) + v(Ds(P)) = v(cj) + v(DfiP)(a, . . . .  , a.,)) 
Moreover ,  if v(@ < v(Zs) for all j, 
v(R(al + eb . . . , a., + c,,,)) < v(cj) + v(Dj(P)(al,  . . . , a,.)) 
so that if 
v(P(at + cl . . . . .  a,,, + c.,)) < v(P(al, , 9 , ,  a.,)), 
for 
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one has 
and 
v(P(a, . . . . .  a,~)) = v(Z  cjaj(P)(a, . . . . .  am)) 
in(P(a~ . . . . .  a,,)) + in(Y~ ejDj(P)(al . . . . .  am)) = O. 
4. Constructive Lifting Method 
4.1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let d .'= (A, F, /7) = (A, F, G, v, in) be a graded structure and let A_[Z1 . . . . .  Zm] ,= 
(A[ZI . . . . .  Z,,], F, 0 )  = (A[Z,  . . . . .  Zm], F, G[Z~ . . . . .  Zm], v, in) be the induced graded 
structure on A[Z~ . . . . .  Zm], with v(Z~) = 6~. We intend to solve the following problem: 
Given PeA[Z I  . . . .  , Z,,], to f indf l  . . . . .  fnEA^ s.t. 
(i) P(U, . . . . .  f,,,) = 0 
(ii) v(f~) ~< v(Z~) for all i 
(iii) there is i s.t. v(fi) = v(Zf). 
Such ft  . . . . .  f ,  will be called a solution over A ^ of  the polynomial  equation 
P(2 1 . . . . .  Zm) = 0. 
Remark  that we are distinguishing between variables Z,~ in A[ZI  . . . . .  Z,,,] and un- 
knowns z~ in A ^. 
Condit ions (ii) and (iii) mean that we are looking for solutions ft . . . . .  f,,  which are 
"bounded in valuation". This is not only a technical restriction in order to use the graded 
structure machinery. In fact, the solution required by the Buchberger algorithm (e l  infra 
5.3 and 5.5) must satisfy this restrictions. 
LEMMA 1. Let f l  . . . . .  f ,~A ^ satisfy (i), (ii), (iii). Denote Hi,=in(f~) /J" v(ft) =v(Z i ) ,  
Hj ,= 0 otherwise. 
Assume that: 
(RC1)  for  all j ,  v(Dj(P)) + v(Zj) = v(P) 
(RC2)  for  all j , in(Dj(P)) (H,  . . . . .  H,,) ~ O. 
Then fo r  all i, there is a Cauehy sequence (a~: n ~N) s.t. fi = lira a,,~ and a decreasing 
sequence o f  elements o f  F v(P) = y~ >.  9 9 > y,, > Y, + 1 >"  " ' ,  s.t., fo r  all n: 
(1) i f  ~. = O, then a,u = 0 
(2) v(P(a,, _ I1, . . . ,  a, _ l,,,)) <<- Y,, (where aoj,= O) 
(3) fo r  all L v(a,~/- f j )  < y,  - v(Dj(P)) 
(4) i f  a,,j ~ a,,_ u, then v(a,, i - a,,_ v) "~ Y,, - v(D/(P)) 
(5) there is i s.t. v(a,,~) = v(Z~) 
PROOF. For n = 1 let au..=in*(Hj) ,  y~,~v(p) .  Then (1)-(5) are trivially verified. Assume 
a , , i , . . .  , a  ...... y,, have been produced satisfying (1)-(5) and let g j ,=f j -a ,~,  y,,+ l ,= 
max{v(gj) + v(Di(p)) }. Then, for some j: 
~,,+ , = v(gj) + v(Dj(P)) = v (~ - a,g) + v(Di(P)) < Y,, 
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Define J ,= {j: v(gj) + v(Dj (P)) = y,, +, }. 
cj.-=in*(hi ) and a,,+ 1i:= a,,j + cj. 
(1) again is trivial. One has: 
Let hj,=in(gj) if j~ J ,  hi,--0 otherwise, 
0 = P ( f l , . . .  ,f,,,) = P(a,,, . . . . .  an,.) + ~ g jD j (P ) (a , , , , . . . ,  a,,,) 
j~  IOn 
+ R(a,~ + gl . . . .  , a,,, + g,,) 
Since v(g j )<v(Z j )  (by (3)), v(D j (P ) )+v(Z i )=v(P)  (by (RCI)) and v(Di(P ) 
(a,, . . . . .  a,,,,)) =v(D j (P ) )  (by (RC2)) one has v(R(a,,i +g~ . . . . .  a,,, +gin)) <v(gj) + 
v(Di (P) )  <~%+ 1 for a l l j  (e l  3.3); so v(P(a , , i , . . . ,  a,m)) <~7,,+ l and (2) is satisfied. Either 
hg=O,  in which case a , ,+ l j - f j=a ,u - f j=g j  and v(g~)~? ,+ l -v (D j (P ) ) ;  or 
hi = in(g i) = in(c)) and a,, + tj - f j  -= cj - gj, so v(a, + lj - fg )  < v(gj) = ?,, +, - v(Dj(P)). This 
proves (3). 
Also, if a,~j --r a ,+ u, i.e. h; # 0, then v(c~) = y,,+ ~ -- v (D/P) ) ,  which proves (4). 
Also if v(a , , i )=v(Z3 then v(a,,+li)=v(a,, i),  proving (5). Finally (3) and (4) imply 
immediately that (a,,,.) is a Cauchy sequence whose limit is f .  
PROPOSVFION I. Let  f l  . . . . .  f ,  ~A~ satisfy (i), (ii). (iii). Denote Hi:=in(ft)  tf 
v( f )  = v(Zi), H~,=0 otherwise. Assume that: 
(RCl )  fo r  aH L v(Dj(P))  + v (Z)  = v(P) 
(RC2) for all s in(Dj(P)) (HI, . . . ,  Arm) # 0. 
Then fo r  all i, there is a Cauchy sequence (a,.i: neN)  s. t . f .  = lira a.i. and a decreasing 
sequence o f  elements of  F v(P) = 71 >"  "" > ~,. > T.+ l >" ' ' .  s.t. (a,.: neN)  satisfy the 
fo l lowing properties: 
(A)  either v(ak~) = v(Zi) or all = 0 
(B) fo r  some i, a .  ~ 0 
(C)  v(.P(a,,1, . . . ,  a,,m) < T,, for  all n 
(D) i f  a,u ~ a,, _ t/, then v(a,,j - a,, _ t/) = r,, - v(Dj (P)). 
PROOF. A corollary of Lemma 1. 
The following proposition 2 is a sufficient condition in order to guarantee that 
sequences (a , , /neN) ,  j= l . . .m are Cauchy sequences whose limits f~ . . . .  ,f,, 
satisfy (i), (ii), (iii). However it is not a necessary one, since we require 
v(P(a,, _ i1, 9  9  a, _ 1,3) = Y,, instead than v(P(a,, _ 11,. 9 9 a,, _ l,,)) <~ Y,,. 
LEMMA 2. For i = 1 . . .  m, let (a,i: heN)  be a sequence of  elements o f  A. 
Denot ing 7i ,= v(P), ?,,+ ~ ,=v(P(a,,1, . . ,  a,,,,)), assume that: 
(.4) either" v(alz) = v(Z3 o1" atr 0 
(B) for some i, a~ 4, 0 
(C)  v(P(a,,l, . . . , a,,,~,)) < ?,, for all n 
(D) i f  a,~j :~ a,,_ l j, then v((a,,j - %_  ig) = Y,, - v(Dj(P)).  
Then the fol lowing conditions hold: 
(1) .for all i, n i f  a,,~ # O, then v(a,,) >>. %, - v(Dt(p))  and in(a,,.) = in(a, + ii) 
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(2) ,for all i, n v(a,,,) ~< v(Z3 
(3) there is i s.t. fo r  all n, v(a.3 = v(Z3 
PROOF. (1 )Let  l be the least index s.t. aug:O;  then v(a~] )=? I -v (D j (P ) )  and 
v(aj + u - ao) = 7/+, - v(Dj(P))  < 71 - v(Dj(P)) = v(ao, so in(a0) = in(a/+ lj). So assume we 
have proven (1) for n, and a,, j~:a.+ u (otherwise there is nothing to prove). Then 
v(a,, + v - a,,j) = ~. +, -- v(Dj(P)) < ],,, - v(Di(P)) <.N v(a O ,  so in(a.]) = in(a. + 0 '  
(2) and (3) are trivial since, if k is the least index s.t. %. # 0, then for all n f> k: 
v(a.]) = 7k - v(Dj(P)) <~ v(P) - v(Dj(P)) = v(Zj) 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the assumptions o f  Lemma 2, denote Hi:=in(a~i) zf 
v(ali) = v(Z3, Hi ,=O otherwise. Assume that: 
(RC1) for  all j ,  v(Dj(P)) + v(Zj) = v(P) 
(RC2) for  all f i  in(Dj(P)) (H,  . . . . .  H,,,) # O, 
Then fo r  all i, (a,,i: n ~N)  is a Cauehy sequence; i f  f denotes its limit, then f i  . . . . .  f . ,  satisfy 
(i). (ii), (iii). 
PROOF. (a,,,.) is trivially a Cauchy sequence because of assumptions (C) and (D). Let 
f < A ^ denote its limit. Remark that, because of conditions (D) and (1) of Lemma 2, 
for sufficiently large n, in ( f . )= in(a,.), unless f =0 (in which case a.,. =0  for all n, 
because of (1)); also, because of (B) and (2), if n is sufficiently large, v( f . -a .3  <<. 
7,, + 1 - -  v(Di(P)) < v(a , , i )  ~ v (Z i ) .  Fix a sufficiently large n and let gt '=f  - a,u. One has: 
P( f l  . . . . .  f . ,)  = P(a., . . . . .  a.,,,) + ~. gjDi(P)(a,,1 . . . . .  a..,) +R(anl +g,  . . . . .  a,,,,, +g,.)  




v(gj) < v(Zj) (by the remark above), 
v(Dj(P)) + v(Zj) = v(P) (by (RC1)) 
v(D/(P))(a. i  . . . . .  a,,m) =v(Dj (P) )  (by (RC2)), 
v(R(a,, 1 + g, . . . .  , a .... + g.,)) <v(&) + v(Dj(P)) <~ y,,+ t for allj. 
Also, v(P(a,,i . . . .  , a,,,,,)) < %. and v(&Di (P  ) (a,,l . . . . .  a..,)) ~< 7,,+ J. This implies that, for 
sufficiently large n, v (P ( f i  . . . . .  fro)) < %, SO that P( f l  . . . . .  f,,) = 0, proving (i). (ii) and 
(iii) are, then, trivial consequences of (2) and (3). 
4.2. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEM 
The results of the previous paragraph provide the motivation for the following: 
DEFINITION. Given P eA[Z~ . . . .  , Z.,] as in 4.1 and y eFo, we say that (a,,l: n ~< N)  . . . . .  
(a..,: n <~ N)  is a y-approximate solution of the polynomial equation P(zl . . . . .  Zm) = 0 iff, 
denoting 71 ,=v(P), %,~. , ,=v(P(a, .  . . . . .  a,,.,)) for all n ~< N, one has: 
(A) either v(a.)  = v(Zt) or a,i = 0 
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(B) for some i, a ,  ~ 0 
(C) v(P(a , ,  . . . .  , a,,n)) <y,, for all n ~<N 
(D) if a,j ~ a,  _ i/, then v(a,v - a,,_ 0 = 7,, - v(Ds(P)) ,  for all n <~ N 
and moreover: 
(E) YN+l ~<Y- 
Given P~A[Z~ . . . . .  Zm] and y EF0, to find a y-approximate solution of the polynomial 
equation P(z~, . . . ,  z,,) = 0, it is clearly sufficient: 
(1) to find an init ial approx imat ion :  i.e. to find art . . . . .  a~m~A s.t. 
(A . I )  either v(ali) = v(Zt) or ali = 0 
(B . I )  for some i, a~i v~ 0 
(C . I )  v (P(a l l  . . . . .  aim ) < v(P)  
(2) given a y'-approximate solution (a,,3: n <~ N)  . . . .  , (a,,m: n <<. N) ,  to refine it, i.e. to 
find au + ,~ . . . .  , aN+ Ira, s.t. 
(C .R)  v (P (aN + l l, 9 - . ,  aN + lm)) < v(P(a,vl . . . . .  aN,,)) 
(D .R . )  i f  aN+ Ij # aNj, then v(alv + tj -- aNj) = v (P (au l ,  . . . , aN,,,)) --  v(Dj(P)) .  
The next paragraphs are devoted to present echniques to solve both these problems, and 
then to show how to apply them to produce a lifting algorithm to compute an 
approximate solution of a polynomial equation over A. The aim of such an algorithm is 
obviously to find the initial segment of a Cauchy sequence that approximates an actual 
solution of the polynomial equation over A ^. 
4.3, EFFECTIVENESS OF THE LIFTING TECHNIQUE 
Before presenting such an algorithm, it is therefore fair to stress that it falls short of 
its aim, due to the unavoidable weakness of the given definition of  approximate solutions, 
because of the following reasons: 
(1) assume an initial approximation all . . . .  ,al,,  has been obtained. Denote 
H i ,= in(a1;) if a ,  # 0 (i.e. v(ali) = v(Zi)),  H i  ~= O, otherwise. Unless both conditions 
(RC1) for all j ,  v(Dy(P))  + v(Zs) = v(P)  
(RC2) for all j, in(D/P)) (Hi . . . . .  H,,) :~ 0 
are satisfied, our technique, which is based on propositions t and 2 of section 4.1, 
cannot be applied. 
(2) letf l  . . . . .  fm be a solution over A ^ of the polynomial equation P(z  t . . . .  , z,,,) = O, 
and let (a,,;) be the Cauchy sequences, ~/; be the elements in F 0, whose existence is 
implied by Proposition 1 of Section 4.1. Assume that y,, = v(P(an _ t t . . . . .  a,, _ l,,,)) 
for n ~ N but ?u+ i > v(P(aN1 . . . . .  aN,,,)). Then (a,,t: n ~< N), i = 1 . . . rn, is an 
approximate solution; however (a,,~: n ~ N+ 1), i=  1 . . .  m, is not and our al- 
gorithm is unable to compute it. 
(3) it is possible that, while there are aj . . . . .  a , , ,eA  s.t. v(P(a l ,  . . . ,  am)) < 7, there are 
however no f~ . . . . .  f , , sA  ^ s.t. P( f l  . . . . .  fm)  = 0 and in(a,.) = in(f) .  This means 
that a ?-approximate solution could be found which is not the initial segment of a 
Cauchy sequence approximating a solution over A ^ . 
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(4) in particular the lifting algorithm could produce approximate solutions also in case 
the polynomial equation has no solution over A ^ . 
(5) our technique is based on the solution of one polynomial equation and of several 
linear systems over some G~.. Such equations and systems could have non-unique 
(and possibly infinitely many) solutions, some of which produce approximate 
solutions which are initial segments of Cauchy sequences approximating a solution 
over A ^ , while others produce approximate solutions which are not initial seg- 
ments of Cauchy sequences approximating a solution over A ^ . In general it is 
impossible to predict which are the solutions to be chosen. 
In order to guarantee that the solutions chosen at each step are actually approximating 
the desired solutions in A ^ , theoretical informations related to existence and uniqueness 
of solutions, and to vincula to their "shape" (such as degree bounds for polynomials) are 
needed to be plugged into the considered equations. 
Also, such informations could help to infer the existence of a solution over A ^  from 
the existence of approximate solutions. 
This will clearly appear in the examples we will discuss in the next section. 
It is to be remarked also that the choice of in* plays an important role in this 
technique. 
In fact, solutions in A, obtained as approximated by definitely constant Cauchy 
sequences (i.e. being found in finitely many steps) for a given choice of in*, could as well 
not satisfy the same condition for a different choice of in*. 
In other words, an unfortunate choice of in* could imply that some elements of A 
cannot be approximated by definitely constant Cauchy sequences and so cannot be found 
in finitely many steps. 
For instance, in example 1 of section 2.4, negative lements in Z are approximated by 
definitely constant Cauchy sequences if choice (2) is made for in*, but they are not, if one 
makes choice (1). 
4.4. FINDING AN INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
Let A_, A_[Z~ . . . .  , Z,,], P be as in 4.1. 
LEMMA. If the equation 
(*) in(P)(zl . . . . .  Zm) ---- 0, 
Zl e G, zi homogeneous, deg(zi) = v(Zl) 
has no non-trivial solution, then there are no f~ . . . . .  f ,  eA  ^  satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). 
Conversely i f  (*) has a non-trivial solution (H  l . . . . .  I-[,,) define all ,=in*(/-//) if H i r O, 
a3~ ,= 0 otherwise. Then : 
(A . I )  either v(all ) = v(Zi) or ali= 0 
(B. I )  for  some i, alt r  
(C. I )  v(P(all . . . . .  a,,,,)) < v(P) 
PROOF. If f, . . . . . .  f , , ,eA  ^  satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), let Hl,=in(f.  ) if v( f )  = v(Z,), Hi:=0 
otherwise. Since P(f~ . . . .  ,f,,) = 0 then necessarily in(P)(H 1 . . . .  , H,,,)--. 0; so (*) has a 
non-trivial solution. 
The converse is trivial. 
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4.5. REFINING A GIVEN APPROXIMATION 
Assume then (a,,~: n <~ N)  . . . . .  (a,,,,: n <~ N)  is a 7-approximate solution of the polyno- 
mial  equation P(zl . . . . .  Zm) = 0 where y ~=v(P(am . . . . .  au,,,)). Denoting H i ,= in (au)  if 
at~ ~ O, H~:=O, otherwise, assume also: 
(RC 1) for all j ,  v(Dj(P)) + v(Z)  = v(P) 
(RC2) for all j, in(Di(P)) (Hi . . . . .  H.,) :r 0 
LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions above, i f  ht . . . . .  h,,, is a non-trivial solution o f  the 
equation 
(**) Y. zf i in(Dt(P)))(H !. . . . .  H,,,) = --in(P(aN! . . . . .  aN,,)), 
.1 = l ,m 
z~G,  zi homogeneous, deg(z) + v(Oi(P)) .-~ 
let ci ,=in.(hi)  i f  h i ~ 0, e~,=0 otherwise and let aN+ !./,=a m + ej for  all j. Then: 
( C.R) v(P(au + !t . . . .  , aN+ !,,,)) < v(P(aul . . . . .  au,,)) 
(D.R.) i f  au + li # aui, then v(au + l i - auj) = v(P(aul . . . . .  au,,,)) -- v(Dj(P)). 
PROOF. Because of the assumptions on hi, either e s = 0 or v(e~) + v(Dj(P)) = y; therefore 
(D.R.) is satisfied. One has: 
P(aN + l~, - - .  , aN + ~m) = P(am . . . . .  aN,,,) + Y. e/D/(P)(aN, . . . . .  aNm) 
j~  l ,m 
+ R(a~! + el . . . . .  au,, + e,,,) 
Since, because of  (RC2), v(R(am + ct . . . . .  aN,, + e,,)) < v(O + v(Ds(p)) for all j , and, 
because of  (RC 1) and the assumptions on hi, v(c)) + v(Di(P)) = y for at least one j,  we 
have v(R(aN! + el . . . . .  aN,,, + %)) < y and if J ,= {j: h/-'# 0} also: 
in(  ~2 c/D,(P)(aN, . . .  , aN,,,)~ = ~ in(c/) in(Di(P)(au! . . . . .  a~,,,)) 
\ . ]  = I m 1 jczJ  
= Z hAin(oAe))) (H!  . . . . .  14,,,) 
j=  l,m 
= _ in(P(aN! . . . . .  am,,)) 
So v(P(aN + 11, ' 9 9 , aN + !m)) < Y and (C.R.) is satisfied. 
4.6. A LIFTING ALGORITHM 
Let A, A[Z~ . . . .  , Z,,], P be as in 4.1. Let ?~Fo, y ~< v(P). On the basis of  the preceeding 
results, we sketch here an algorithm which produces a y-approximate solution of  the 
equat ion P(z~ . . . . .  z,~) ~ O, unless it fails because of the reasons discussed in Section 4.3. 
I f  there are no H~ . . . . .  H,,, H i ,G ,  Hi homogeneous,  deg(Hi) = v(Zl), 
not all of them zero, s.t. in (P)(H~ . . . . .  H,,,) = 0 then 
return "the prob lem has no solution" 
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else 
compute HI . . . . .  H,., H i ~ G, H i homogeneous, deg(H/) = v(Zi), 
not all of  them zero, s.t. in(P)(Hl . . . . .  H,,) = 0 
if in(D/(P))(H,  . . . . .  Hm) = O or v(Di(P)) + v(Zj) < v(P) then 
return "regularity conditions are not satisfied" 
else 
n:=l  
for i = 1 . . .  m do 
al;: in*(//,.) 
while v(P(a,,i, 9 9 9 a,,m)) >>. 7 do 
c5 ,= v(P(a,, . . . . .  a,,,)) 
if there are no hi . . . . .  h,,,, h i ,G ,  h~ homogeneous, deg(hi) = 6 - v(Dj(P)), not all of 
them zero, s.t. ~ /= 1.m h: ( in (D/ (P ) ) ) (H l , . . . ,  H,,,) = --in(P(a,,l . . . . .  a,,,,)) then 
return "there is no refinement of  the approximate solution 
((a/t: i = 1 . . .  n) . . . . .  (aim: i = 1 . . .  n))" 
else 
compute ht . . . . .  h,,,, h i ,G ,  he homogeneous, deg(hi) = 6 - v(D:(P)), not all of 
them zero, s.t. ~/= l.,, h~ (in(D/(P)))(HI . . . . .  H,,) = -in(P(a,,l . . . . .  a,,,)) 
for i= l . . .m do 
an+ li :=  ani "t'- in*(hi) 
n,=n+l  
return ((ail: i = 1 . . .  n )  . . . . .  (a i , , , :  i = 1 . . .  n ) )  
4.7. A LIFTING THEOREM 
In contrast with the negative results of  Section 4.3, the following result gives sufficient 
conditions to guarantee the existence of solutions to a polynomial equation over A ^ and 
to assure that the lifting algorithm discussed above will produce initial segments of a 
Cauchy sequence approximating such a solution. 
THEOREM. Let d "= (A, F, I 7) = (A, F, G, v, in) be a graded structure and let 
A[Z ,  . . . . .  Z,,] ,=(A[Z, . . . . .  Z,,,], F, U) = (A[Z, . . . . .  Zm], F, G[Z1 . . . . .  Z,,,], v, in) be the 
#~dueed graded structure on A[Z  l . . . . .  Z j ,  with v(Ze) = 6i. Let  P~A[Z~ . . . . .  Zm]. Let 
H I . . . . .  H,,,~G be s.t. deg(Ht) = v(Zi), not all o f  them behTg zero. If: 
(RC1) for all j ,  v(Di(P)) + v(Zi) = v(P) 
(RC2) for all.L i n (D / (P ) ) (H , , . . . ,  Hm) # 0 
(RC3) for all y < v(P), denoting y(i) :=7 - v(Di(P)): 
in(D~(P))(Hl, . . . , H,,,)G~1) @ ' "  @ in(Dm(P))(Hl . . . . .  H,,)Gv(m) = G;. 
then : 
(1) if (a , :  n ~< N) . . . . .  (a,m: n <~ N) is a ~ approximate sohaion of the polynomial 
equation P(zl . . . . .  z,,) = 0, s.t. ali = 0 / f fH i  = 0, and in(at,-) = in(Hi) otherwise, then 
there are Cauehy sequences (bin: n 6 N) . . . . .  (b,,,: n ~ N), s.t. for all i = 1 . . .  m, for 
all n <~ N, b,, = a,,~, and which satixfy the assumptions of  4.1. Lemma 1, so that their 
limits are a solution over A ^ of  the polynomial equation P(zl . . . . .  z,,,) = O. 
(2) there is a solution f~ . . . . .  f , ,  over A ^ of  the polynomial equation P(z~ . . . . .  Zm) = 0, 
s.t. v( f )  < v(Z~) iff hr = O, and in(f.) = Hi otherwise. 
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PROOF. (RC3) implies that, for all 7 < v(P), for all h sG~ - {0}, there are h , , . . . ,  h,,, eO, 
homogeneous, 
deg(h j) = ~ - v(Dj(P)), s.t. ~ h~ in(Dj(P))(g~ . . . . .  Hm) = h. 
j=  l,m 
This in turn implies that any approximate solution (a,,~: n <~ N) . . . .  , (a,,,: n ~< N), with 
either a,. = 0 or in(a u) = in(H~) can be refined. 
By induction, then there are sequences (a,t: n~N) . . . . .  (a,,,,: n~N) satisfying condi- 
tions (A), (B), (C), (D) of 4.1, Proposition 1. Both conclusions then follow immediately 
from 4.1, Proposition 2. 
5. Two Classical Cases: Hensel and Gr6bner 
5.1. HENSEL-ZASSENHAUS LIFTING OF A POLYNOMIAL FACTORIZATION 
Let A_ be the graded structure of example 2, i.e. A..=(Z[X],7/,{(p")})= 
(Z[X], 7/, 7/p[X, T], v, in). Let A[Z,, Z2] be given by v(Z,),= V(Z2),=0. Let a~Z[X] s.t. 
v(a) = 0. Remark that, denoting by c the leading coefficient of a, v(e) = 0, i.e. c is not a 
multiple of p. 
The aim of the Ber]ekamp-Hensel-Zassenhaus f ctorization algorithm is to find 
polynomials f~,f2 over the p-adic completion of ~ s.t. a =f, f2. 
So the polynomial equation to be solved is P(z,, z2) = 0 where P ,=ZIZ2-  a. 
Since we have in(P) = Z,Z2 - in(a) = Z, Z2 - res(a), where res(b) is the residue class of 
b E-Z[X] modp, the initial approximation is obtained by solving the homogeneous 
equation (in Go = Zp[X]) z,z2 - res(a) = 0, i.e. by finding H, , / /2 in Zp[X] s.t. 
H, H2 = res(a) (this is classically done by means of the Berlekamp algorithm) and then 
choosing a,,, al2~7/[X] s.t. res(a,i) = in(a,i) = H i. 
Since D,(P)= Z2, D2(P)=Z,,  regularity conditions (RC1) and (RC2) are obviously 
satisfied. 
Assume moreover that GCD(H~, H2) = 1; this implies that also condition (RC3) holds. 
The theorem in section 4.7 then guarantees that solutions of the polynomial equation 
P(z,, z2) = 0 exist over A ^  and that the lifting algorithm of section 4.6 allows to compute 
initial segments of a Cauchy sequence approximating such a solution. 
However, this result is weaker than Hensel Lemma and the Hensel-Zassenhaus 
Algorithm, since A ^  is a ring that strictly contains Z ^  [X], the polynomial ring over the 
p-adic completion of 2~ (for instance ~;=0.~ P ;X~ is in the former, but not in the latter, 
ring). 
To be sure, therefore, that the approximated solution ft , fz  is s.t. f;e7/^[X], further 
assumptions are required. 
However it is easy to prove the following facts, which allow to recover the original 
result of Hensel Lemma (actually, the reader can easily verify that the classical construe- 
tire proof of Hensel Lemma, and the one which can be extracted by the theorem in 
section 4.7 and the remarks below, are essentially the same): 
(1) degx(Ht) + degx(Hz) = degx(a) 
(2) given h~G~, there is a s.t. in(a) = h and degx(a) = degx(h) 
(3) if h~G_,, for some n, with degx(h)<degx(a), there are hj,h2eG_,,, s.t. 
H2h I + Hlh2 = h and degx(h;) < degx(Hi) 
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(4) if (a,,: neN)  is a Cauchy sequence in A s.t. for some D, degx(a,,) < D for all n, and 
f i s  its limit in d" ,  then f~7/^[-g]. 
Therefore, if one chooses an initial approximation a,,, a,2 with degx(a,i) = degx(Ht), 
and, inductively, one refines an approximate solution ((a,,,: n <<. N),  (al,,: n <<. N))  
with degx(a,,) =degx(H;) by computing a,u+l,  azu+, s.t. they also satisfy 
degx(aN; --aN+ It') "~ degx(Ht), the Cauchy sequence so obtained has its limit in 7/^ [2"], as 
required. 
5.2. OTHER HENSEL LIFTING CONSTRUCTIONS 
The use of Hensel lifting techniques were proposed by Yun (1974; ]976) to solve a 
variety of polynomial equations in 7/[2] (for instance z7 = a, b,zl + b2z2 = b, etc.). 
Yun's approach is essentially a specialization f our method to the case of 7/[X] with 
the p-adic topology. However, the regularity conditions we require can help to under- 
stand the possible limits of this approach: for instance (RC1) is not satisfied if 
P(Z, )  = Z] ' -a ,  with n multiple of p, since then D,(P )= nZ~ ' - I  and v(n)~<-1 ,  so 
v(D,(P)) + v(Z,) <. v(P) - 1. 
One can verify that such an equation cannot be straightforwardly solved by Yun's 
method, if p is given. 
(RC2) is not satisfied, for instance, if P(Z,) = Z~ - 2aZ, + a 2 with v(a) = V(Zl) = 0, for 
then the initial approximation is got solving z~ - 2 res(a)zl + res(a) 2 = 0, whose solution 
H, := res(a) obviously satisfies in(D,(P)) = 2Z, -- 2 res(a) = 0. 
Also, the fact that solutions are looked for in Z[X] ^ , which strictly contains ~'^[X], 
means that additional requirements on the shape of a solution must be added if solutions 
are required to be in 7/^ IX] or even in 7][X]. 
For instance, if a, b e7/[2"], and GCD(a, b )= 1 -pX,  the equation aZ, +bZ,_ = 1 has 
obviously no solution neither in 7/^[X'] nor in 7/[2"]; however if et, c2eZ[X'] are s.t. 
e, a + c2b = 1 - p2", then 
a,,=c,/(1 - -pX)  = c, ~.i=o.~PiX i and a2,=c2/(1 -pX)  = c2~i=o.~ pfX I 
are s.t. aa, + bar = 1 in 7/[X]^. 
In this example, both our and Yun's construction will give a ),-approximate solution, 
which is the initial segment of a Cauchy sequence approximating such a solution, unless 
one imposes a degree bound on the solution, since for n sufficiently large, no ( -n ) -  
approximate solution exists satisfying such a degree bound. 
5.3. GR(~BNER REDUCTION 
Let d be the graded structure of example 6, i.e. 
d ,= (k[X, . . . . .  Xn], Z", {V,,: meZ"})  = (k[X, . . . . .  X,,], 7/',, k[Xl . . . . .  X,,], v, in), 
where 7/" is endowed with a positive ordering, which implies A ^ = d. 
Let I be an ideal in k[2"t . . . .  , X,,], (c, . . . .  , cr) a Gr6bner basis of I, i.e. a basis s.t. 
{in(c0 . . . . .  in(cr)} generates the ideal N(I),= (in(c): ceI ) .  It is known that the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (c, . . . .  , cr) is a GrBbner basis of L 
(ii) cE I i f f  thereare f l , . . .  , f r~k[X,  . . . . .  X,,] s.t. c --- E c~fl and v(c) >>. v(fi)v(ct) for all i. 
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To find such a representation for a given c means to find solutions of the equation 
P(zj  . . . . .  z,) = 0 with P ,=I2 c~Z~ - c~d[Z ,  . . . . .  Z,], where d[Z l  . . . . .  Z,] denotes the 
graded structure induced by A, assigning v(Z~),= v (cy  
We remark explicitly that, because of (ii) above, ce I  if and only if a solution of 
P(zi . . . . .  z,) --- 0 over A ^  ~- A exists. We have in(P) = 2 in(c~)Zi - in(e), Dr(P) = e~, so 
(RC1) and (RC2) are obviously satisfied. 
The initial approximation is got by solving the equation Y, in(ez)z~ - in(c) = 0 in G~,(,.~; 
since (e~ . . . . .  c,) is a Gr6bner basis of L if no solution (HI . . . . .  H,) exists, then c q~L 
Remark that in this example one can always choose a solution s.t. just one of the H~'s is 
not zero; this means that eachf  solving the equation except one is such that v(f~) < v(Z~). 
Once an approximation (al . . . . .  a,) is obtained, it is refined by solving the equation 
5~ in(c~)z~ in(d) = 0 in G~.(a~, where d,=e - Y~ c~a i ~ - P(al . . . . .  a,). 
Remark again that if this equation has no non-trivial solution, since (el, 9 9 9 e,) is a 
Gr~Sbner basis of L then dr  and so cr 
In this example therefore, theoretical knowledge about Gr6bner bases, allows to rule 
out the possibility that the lifting technique fails. 
5.4. STANDARD SET REDUCTION 
As it is well known, if we relax the condition that ~" is endowed with a positive 
ordering, while (ii) implies (i), the converse is false, and in the case the ordering on ~" 
is compatibIe with the valuation induced by the (Xl . . . . .  X,)-adic topology (e.g., when 
it is the inverse of the usual total-degree ordering), (i) is equivalent with a weaker version 
of (ii) in which thef . 's  are required to be in K[ [X  l . . . . .  X,,]], which is the completion of 
A w.r.t, the (X,. . . . .  X,,)-adic topology and also w.r.t, the topology induced by the 
filtration (/,I,,,); this is consistent with the approach of section 4. 
This result holds in general (Mora, 1987): if d is a graded structure and I is an ideal 
of A, for a set (el . . . . .  c,.) (which is then called a standard set of I), the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) {in(el) . . . . .  in(c,) } generates in(I) .'= (in(c): c e l )  
(ii) cE I^ iff there are J] . . . .  , J , sA"  s.t. e =~ c~f. and v(c) >~v(f.) +v(ct)  for all i, 
where A" is the completion ofA w.r.t, the topology induced by {V~} and I ^ is the closure 
of I in A ^ 
The proof  as given in Mora (1987) is essentially the generalization of the construction 
we have just given above. If, however we try to apply our algorithm to this case, some 
failure conditions could be met, as shown by the following discussion. 
As above, to find a representation asin (ii) for a given e, means to find solutions of the 
equat ion  P (z  I . . . . .  Zr) =0 with P:=Y. c iZ i -  ceA[Z I  . . . . .  Z,.], where A_[Z 1 . . . . .  Zr] de- 
notes the graded structure induced by d, assigning v(Z) ' .=  v(c). Again, (RC1) and (RC2) 
are obviously satisfied. 
The initial approximation is got by solving the equation Z in(c:)z~ - in(c) = 0 in G~,~,.~; 
and again, since (el . . . . .  c,) is a standard set of I, if no solution (H1 . . . . .  H,.) exists, then 
cr  
Once an approximation (al . . . . .  a,) is obtained, it is refined by solving the equation 
Y, in(ci)z i -- in(d) = 0 in G,,(,I), where d..=e - 5'. ela i = -P (a l  . . . . .  ar). 
Remark again that if this equation has no non-trivial solution, since (el . . . .  , e,) is a 
Gr6bner basis o f / ,  then dr  and so er  This means that, if it is impossible to refine 
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any given approximation, one can conclude that no solution of the problem exists over 
A^; however, from the existence of a 1-approximation, for any given y, one cannot 
conclude that a solution of the problem exists, i.e. that ce I  ^ . 
5.5. CONSTRUCTIVE LIFTING OF SYZYGIES AND BUCHBERGER'S ALGORITHM 
Let us consider here another equivalent definition of the concept of Gr6bner basis, 
which provides an algebraic interpretation of Buchberger's algorithm (Buchberger 1965; 
1985), and also clarifies the strict relation with the usual unconstructive lifting techniques 
in local algebra (e.g, Hironaka, 1964), 
The following holds for an ideal I in k[Xj . . . . .  X,,] (Zacharias, 1978; M611er, 1985): 
(cl . . . . .  er) is a Gr6bner basis of I iff for each element (hi . . . . .  hr) in a 
homogeneous basis of the G-module of syzygies of (in(oh) . . . . .  in(er)), there is 
an element (dl . . . . .  dr) in the A-module of syzygies of (el . . . . .  or) s.t. if hi ~ 0 
then in(di) = hi. 
Again the same result generaiizes to graded structures (Robbiano, 1986; Mora, 1987): 
(el . . . . .  c,) is a standard set of an ideal I in A iff for each element (hi . . . . .  hr) 
in a homogeneous basis of the G-module of syzygies of (in(el) . . . . .  in(er)), there 
is an element (d I . . . . .  dr) in (A ^ )' s.t. Z d;hj = 0 and if hi ~ 0 then in(d/) = h i. 
Buchberger's algorithm can be interpreted as follows: 
- -g iven a basis (c~, . . . ,  er) o f / ,  try to lift each element (hi . . . . .  h~) in a homogeneous 
basis of the module of syzygies of (in(e0 . . . . .  in(cr)), to an element (dl . . . .  , dr) in 
the module of syzygies of (cL . . . . .  cr) s.t. if h i # 0 then in(d,.) = hi; 
- - i f  the lifting is successful, then the basis is Gr6bner; 
- - i f  for some (hi . . . . .  hr) in a homogeneous basis of the module of syzygies of  
(in(e0 . . . . .  in(er)), no element (dl . . . . .  dr) in the module of syzygies of (el . . . . .  c~) 
exists, s.t. if h /~ 0 then in(d/) = h i, then the basis is not Gr6bner; then update the 
original basis, adding Z in*(h;)cl, and restart he procedure. 
To lift an element (hi . . . . .  hr) in a homogeneous basis of the module of syzygies o f  
( in(e0 . . . . .  in(e,.)), to an element (dl . . . . .  dr) in the module of syzygies of (el, 9 9 9 or) s.t. 
if h,- # 0 then in(d;) = hi, means to solve the polynomial equation P(z~ . . . . .  zr) = 0 with 
P .=Z c iZ ied[Zb . . . ,  Z,.], where d[Zl . . . . .  Zr] denotes the graded structure induced by 
A_, assigning v(Z~),= v(cl), by refining an initial approximation i *(h0 . . . . .  in*(hr). 
The same discussion as in section 5.3 implies that either a solution over A" = A is 
found after a finite number of steps, or some approximation cannot be refined, implying 
that (hi . . . . .  h,) cannot be lifted. 
I f  F 0 is not well-ordered, ad hoc techniques to compute a standard set have been 
proposed, which use properties of graded structures over a polynomial ring, which cannot 
be applied in general (Lazard, 1983; Mora, 1987). In the general case of standard sets for 
graded structures, the only known computational result is that the computation of  a 
"truncated" standard set is possible by the technique of this paper (Mora, I987), where 
a ~-truncated standard set is set (cl . . . . .  er), eieI, s.t. 
e~I  ~' iff there are ge I^ (-] V~,,fl . . . . . .  LEA"  s.t. c -g=~ci f  
and v(c) >1 v( f )  + v(ci) for all i, v(c) >>. v(g). 
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Both  the computat ion  o f  a t runcated s tandard  set and,  given c~I  ^  and a t runcated 
s tandard  set (ct . . . . .  c~), o f  a representat ion of  c, are fairly trivial general izat ions o f  the 
approach  discussed above.  
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